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Verbal protocol accuracy in fault diagnosis'

Jan A . Brinkman

Abstract

The study reported here examined whether concurrent and retrospective

verbal protocols possess the potential to provide a non-reactive and

valid account of the cognitive processes involved in fault diagnosis .

With this goal in mind, a group of subjects performed a fault

diagnosis task under concurrent and retrospective verbalization and in

a silent control condition as well . In the task, concurrent

verbalization led to a considerable increase in time to completion but

exerted no effect on overall accuracy and the adopted strategy .

Retrospective verbalization did not have any effect on performance .

The strategy-related data obtained under concurrent verbalization

proved to be more valid than those obtained under retrospective

verbalization . The implications of these results are discussed from a

practical, theoretical, and methodological point of view .

'Portions of this report were first published in 1990 in the
author's Ph .D . thesis "The analysis of fault diagnosis tasks : Do
verbal reports speak for themselves?" . The experimental results
reported here differ in a number of respects from those reported in
the thesis . This is because the data analyses are based on a partly
different sample of subjects and the algorithm used for identifying
the subjects' strategies has been simplified . These differences,
however, are small and do not affect the conclusions drawn .
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1 . Introduction

When the normal operation of a technical production system is

allocated to a machine, the major task the human operator has to

fulfill may become that of diagnosing faults . Various attempts have

been made to assist the operator in performing this task adequately

(see e .g . Rasmussen and Rouse, 1981) . These include improving the

information display of the system's state, supplying on-line computer

aiding, and providing training through simulation, to mention a few .

It is generally recognized that these attempts can only be successful

if they are based on a thorough understanding of the cognitive

processes the operator is engaged in while doing the task . One of the

techniques which has frequently been adopted in the past and which use

appears to be increasing in order to obtain such an understanding is

the verbal protocol methodology . Generally speaking, this technique

consists of inferring the cognitive processes used in a particular

task from a subject's own verbal reports on these processes . This

essentially involves having subjects overtly verbalize what they are

or have been thinking during task performance . The verbalizations they

produce are recorded and subsequently encoded, usually in terms of the

task-directed processes supposedly referred to .

There are, however, a number of methodological questions to be

raised against this technique . First, there is the question whether

the verbal reports that are obtained suffer from reactivity and

second, there is the question whether the reports are really valid .

Reactivity occurs if the cognitive processes which normally proceed

during task performance are changed by the mere requirement to

verbalize them concurrently or retrospectively . For example, when

there are several ways to do a task, it may be that verbalization has

the effect that the normal way is changed for a way which is more

easily described . When lacking validity, the reports do not accurately

reflect the cognitive processes that actually go on, irrespective of

the question whether the processing is reactive or not . For example,

in a highly practised task, the speed of the ongoing processes may

exceed the ability to verbalize them completely .

And yet, the general picture emerging from the empirical

literature is that these problems are not as serious as one might

think . This is at least the case when considering the studies in which
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verbalization procedures are adopted which may be qualified as

adequate in the sense that they urge to report only about the

information that is actually attended to during task performance .

According to the foremost theory of verbal reporting currently

available, i .e . model developed by Ericsson and Simon (1984), such

procedures should be favorable to both forms of verbal report

accuracy, i .e . nonreactivity and validity . It appears that a good many

of these studies give no or hardly any indications of inaccuracies in

verbal reporting . Specifically, in many cases, a near absence of

reactivity in concurrent verbal reports is found . That is to say,

concurrent verbalization does not seem to change the course and

structure of task-directed processes, although it may decrease the

processing speed somewhat (see e .g . Deffner, 1984 and 1989 ; Fidler,

1983 ; Rhenius and Deffner, 1990 ; Rhenius and Heydemann, 1984) . And

also, in some cases, retrospective verbal reports do not appear to

suffer from any reactivity (e .g . Russo et al ., 1989) . In addition, the

validity of concurrent verbal reports has in general been found to be

satisfactory (Deffner, 1984, experiment 1 ; Heydemann, 1986 ; Mathews et

al ., 1988, experiment 1 and 2 ; Rhenius and Heydemann, 1984) . Finally,

there is suggestive evidence that the validity of retrospective verbal

reports can be brought up to an acceptable level when adequate recall

aids are presented (Bowers and Snyder, 1990 ; Hoc and Leplat, 1983) .

Results like these suggest the conclusion that the verbal protocol

methodology is a viable research tool for analyzing the cognitive

processes involved in the task of fault diagnosis . Unfortunately, the

evidence provided by the studies conducted so far is associated with

several difficulties as a result of which we are not entitled to draw

such a strong conclusion .

First, the available empirical evidence is relatively modest .

While a good deal of research has been designed to investigate the

reactivity of concurrent verbal reports, we know of a relatively small

number of studies focussing on the validity of this type of report .

And to our knowledge, there are hardly any studies on the reactivity

and the validity of retrospective verbal reports .

Second, the tasks commonly employed in the studies are rather

artificial . For example, they consist of items drawn from traditional

psychological tests like Raven's Progressive Matrices . Only a couple

of studies cover more realistic task domains . Notable exceptions are

the managerial decision task used by Schweiger (1983), the windowing
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benchmark task used by Bowers and Snyder (1990), and the dynamic

systems control task employed by Berry and Broadbent (1984), McGeorge

and Burton (1989), and Stanley et al . (1989) . As far as we know, there

is as yet no empirical study testing the accuracy of verbal reporting

in a typical fault diagnosis setting .

Third, several studies yield data which indicate more or less

strong deviations form accurate verbal reporting . Notably, there are a

number of instances where substantial reactivity in concurrent and in

retrospective verbal reports has been observed (see e .g . Biehal and

Chakravarti, 1989 ; McGeorge and Burton, 1989, experiment 1 ; Russo et

al ., 1989 ; Stanley et al ., 1989, experiment 1) . In these cases, the

task-directed processes seem to change fundamentally because of the

requirement to verbalize them concurrently or retrospectively . In

addition, it appears that the tasks taking more time to perform when

concurrent verbalization is asked for are quite diverse (see e .g .

Deffner, 1984 ; Rhenius and Deffner, 1990) . Thus, the generation of a

concurrent verbal report seems to exert a general slowing down effect

on task-directed processes . Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest

that the validity of retrospective verbal reports may be inferior to

that of concurrent reports (Fidler, 1983 ; Russo et al ., 1989) .

Fourth, many studies suffer from methodological imperfections

which threaten the validity and/or generality of the conclusions drawn

(see Brinkman, in press) . The approach usually followed to provide an

empirical assessment of verbal report accuracy consists of testing for

reactivity by comparing a set of performance data which have been

collected in a verbalization condition with a similar set of data from

an associated silent control condition . It also consists of testing

for validity by relating a set of protocol data to a set of

performance data, both collected in a verbalization condition . The

lower the agreement between the two sets of measures being compared,

the more reactive or the more valid the verbal reporting is assumed to

be . When adopting this approach, threats to validity may stem from

failures to verify whether the collected data fulfill the assumptions

underlying the tests performed . The three basic assumptions being made

pertain to : (1) the validity of the performance data, (2) the

reliability of the protocol data, and (3) the sensitivity of the two

sets of data . Moreover, it is assumed that the adopted verbalization

procedures are more or less effective in tapping the cognitive

processes under study . Threats to generality are typically due to the
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following two limitations : (1) testing only one of the two forms of

verbal report accuracy, i .e . either reactivity or invalidity, and (2)

using data capturing only the outcomes of the cognitive processes

engaged in, such as total time on task and overall accuracy . On the

one hand, each of these two limitations can have the effect that true

deviations from verbal report accuracy go unnoticed . With the first

restriction this is because of the possibility that accuracy in the

tested form is achieved at the cost of accuracy in the not-tested

form . With the second restriction this is by virtue of the fact that

exactly the same outcome of a cognitive process may be generated

through entirely different underlying operations, e .g . there may be

variety of strategies to complete the task to be done . On the other

hand, the two limitations can also lead to the erroneous conclusion

a

that an accurate verbal report cannot possibly be realized, the first

restriction because of the possibility that inaccuracy in the tested

form is simply caused by inaccuracy in the not-tested form, and the

second restriction by virtue of the fact that verbal report inaccuracy

may affect the outcomes of a cognitive process but not the operations .

To sum up, given the current state of empirical evidence, it is

premature to conclude that the verbal protocol methodology can

indiscriminately be applied as a veridical way of studying the fault

diagnosis process . Therefore, the present study has been designed to

provide more direct evidence with respect to this issue . More

specifically, it is concerned with the reactivity and validity of

concurrent arid retrospective verbal reports on fault diagnosis . The

approach followed tries to eliminate a number of the methodological

problems associated with many of the previously conducted studies on

verbal report accuracy .

2 . Method

This section describes the way in which in the study the performance

data and the protocol data needed for assessing verbal report accuracy

were gathered .

2.1 . Collecting performance data

Task
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Based on a search of the relevant literature, it was decided to use

the fault diagnosis task developed by Rouse (1978) . The following two

considerations guided the choice of this task . First, the task of

Rouse possesses a certain degree of ecological validity . It

incorporates at least some of the critical features of diagnosis

situations faced by human operators in real life . Second, the task of

Rouse seemed to have the potential to infer a subject's strategy from

his observable behaviors . This would make it possible to test for

strong deviations from verbal report accuracy to occur . By this is

meant a form of reactivity where reporting about the task being done

induces a strategy differing from the one normally adopted . As to

invalidity, it implies a form where the verbal report produced does

not adequately indicate the strategy actually adopted .

The task of Rouse requires fault finding in graphically displayed

networks which consist of N rows and N columns of interconnected

logical AND-gate components (Fig . 1) . In each network, one randomly

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

Figure 1 . Example of a network with outputs . Component 21 is faulty .
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selected component is the faulty one and it is the task of the subject

to locate this component . The subject can achieve this by interpreting

the outputs of the network arid by testing c^nnections and components

within the network . Having made a test, the subject receives its value

unless he tests the faulty component in which case the problem has

been solved . Connections arid components are tested in successive

trials where a test on a connection counts for one trial and a test on

a component for three trials (Fig . 2) . For a more complete description

of the task, see Rouse (1978) .

trial 1 : 31 . 38 status connection 1
trial 2: 24-33 status connection 1
trial 3 : 27 .33 status connection 0
trial 4: ~7 status component 0
trial 7: 21 .27 status connection 0
trial 8: 21 !H correct !!

Figure 2 . Example of a series of connections and components tested by
a subject during the fault diagnosis task . The subject
diagnosed the network presented in Fig . 1 . The tests he
made have been underlined .

Strategies

By combining the results of normative modelling attempts presented in

the literature (Rouse, 1978) with an analysis of verbal reports

obtained in a pilot experiment, we identified for the fault diagnosis

task two basically distinct strategies, referred to as tracing-back

(TB) and hypothesis-and-test (HT) . Morrison and Duncan (1988) have

identified two similar strategies for the task . In the following,

these strategies are described from a more "logical" and a more

"psychological" point of view .

Logical strateqy description . When employing the TB strategy, the

subject first selects as a starting-point an arbitrary component from

the set of components with a known value of 0 . Next, he chooses an

arbitrary input of this component and tests its value . If the input

gets the value of 1, he will then test another input of the component .

If, on the other hand, the input becomes 0, he will then select as a

new starting-point the component from which the tested input leaves .

The subject repeats this procedure until he finds a component of which
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none of the inputs gets the value of 0 . The component to which this

applies is the faulty one .

In the HT strategy, the subject identifies one or more of the

components that could have failed, given the information acquired so

far . The subject derives this set of possibly faulty components by

determining what components connect directly or indirectly to all

components with a known value of 0 and do not connect to any component

with a known value of 1 . For instance, in the network problem given in

Fig . 1 the complete set of possibly faulty components prior to testing

consists of 4, 10, 15, 21, 24, 27, 31, and 33 . From the derived set,

the subject selects one or more components as a basis for performing

tests . If (one of) the selected component(s) does not appear to be the

faulty one, the subject adjusts the set by eliminating those

components which, on the basis of the test result, can be ruled out as

possibly faulty . Once the set of possibly faulty components has been

reduced so as to contain only one feasible component, this should be

the faulty one .

When comparing these two basic strategies, it appears that they

differ in the extent to which at any particular moment use is made of

the available information . As will be evident from the preceding, the

amount of information utilized is larger when adopting the HT strategy

than the TB strategy . It thus seems appropriate to qualify HT as more

thorough than TB .

The basic strategies should be regarded as idealized ways of

performing the task . It is not to be expected that a particular

subject will conform entirely to one of these . That is to say, one

should allow for the possibility that a given subject may adopt a

working-style which differs in one or more respects from the

strategies identified here . When this occurs, the subject is said to

follow an indefinite (IN) strategy . And also, the subject, while doing

the task, may shift from one working-style to another . Nevertheless,

the postulated strategies will most likely be quite similar to those

used by many of the subjects .

Psychological strategy description . The strategies described above

seem to place different loads on the cognitive processes involved .

Consider first the processing requirements of the TB strategy . At any

time during this strategy, the perceptual field is restricted in that

the attention is always directed towards only one particular component

and its adjacent inputs . The strategy will therefore involve no
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extensive visual search . Furthermore, the algorithm used (i .e . test

the inputs of a component the output of which has just been found to

be 0) is that simple that the mental calculations engaged in are

limited and the memory load involved is low . The processing

requirements of the HT strategy differ considerably hereof . This

strategy appears to depend heavily on pattern recognition and complex

reasoning because of the requirement to derive throughout the network

components that can or cannot fail . Since a more or less permanent

record of these components is further required, the strategy also

imposes a considerable load on memory .

In sum, the amount of cognitive effort required by the task is

larger when adopting the HT strategy than the TB strategy .

Differences in the processing requirements of the distinct

strategies will manifest themselves as differences in observable task

behaviors . Specifically, during the TB strategy, a rapid sequence of

tests is carried out and no attention is paid to whether each

individual test is redundant or not . So, if this strategy is used, the

tests are made quickly after another, but many are needed to find the

fault . In the HT strategy, on the other hand, each test being made is

informative and the result of careful and time-consuming information

processing . Thus, when employing this strategy, the fault is found in

a few number of tests, although each test takes a considerable amount

of time .

Subjects and design

Eighteen subjects from the Eindhoven University of Technology

participated in the study . They were paid on an hourly basis .

The variable of primary interest was verbalization type which

consisted of three levels : (1) no verbalization, (2) concurrent

verbalization, and (3) retrospective verbalization . This variable was
introduced as a within-subjects factor . By doing this, the sensitivity

needed for detecting verbalization effects was likely to increase

since it is reasonable to assume that in a relatively complex task as

the task of Rouse random performance variability within a subject will

be substantially less than between subjects . To control for possible

order effects among the different levels of verbalization type, a

subject received these levels first in the order 1 2 3 and then in the

reversed order, i .e . 3 2 1 . Here, the consecutive numbers in a

sequence refer to the successively administered levels of
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verbalization type with each verbalization administration comprising

two experimental problems to be solved . In a previous study, order of

verbalization type was experimentally manipulated as well, but this

variable did not show any systematic performance effects . This

indicates that the present design did not risk undesirable asymmetric

transfer effects from one level of verbalization type to another .

In order to test the sensitivity of the data, task difficulty was

also manipulated . This variable was a within-subjects factor with four

levels . Each subject had to solve the same set of 12 experimental

problems . This set was randomly split up into three subsets, though

subject to the constraint that each verbalization type contained four

problems each of which represented another difficulty level . In other
words, verbalization type constituted a factorial combination with

task difficulty . The subsets were assigned to the different levels of

verbalization type according to three distinct ways, which, taken

together constituted a Latin square . By doing this, it was

accomplished that the different subsets were counterbalanced over

verbalization type . Each subject was randomly allocated to one of the

three ways of problem assignment with the constraint that each way

involved six subjects .

Instructions

Two sets of written instructions were prepared, in particular a task

and a verbalization instruction .

Task instruction . This instruction explained the nature of the fault

diagnosis task and the use of the computer terminal . It also described

the two basic strategies of the task although the subject was left

free to follow the strategy he preferred . The subject was further

instructed to complete the task in a minimum of test trials and at his

own pace . So, accuracy rather than speed was stressed. Four paper and

pencil exercises were added to the task instruction for the purpose of

testing the subject's understanding of the task .
Verbalization instruction . The verbalization instruction was adapted
from Ericsson and Simon (1984) . Specifically, the instruction given

for concurrent verbalization asked the subject to think aloud while

doing the task . Thinking aloud was explained to the subject as telling

everything he was thinking of from the moment the task began till its
end . The instruction encouraged him to talk aloud constantly but

dissuaded him from planning beforehand what to say and from explaining
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what he said . For retrospective verbalization, the instruction asked

the subject to tell everything he could remember about what he was

thinking when he performed the task . In this instruction, the subject

was requested to report what he actually could remember about his

thoughts, preferably in the sequence in which they occurred, rather

than what he supposed to must have thought . When uncertain about his

memories, he could tell this to the experimenter . The instruction also

encouraged him to make use of the recall aid given (see below) .

Stimulus materials

Sixteen problems to be administered by a computer were developed .

Twelve of these served experimental purposes while the remaining four

were used for practice . For each problem, the computer generated a

different network . One of the networks had a small size consisting of

25 components arranged in a matrix of 5 rows and 5 columns . This
network was used in the first practice problem . The other networks

were large, consisting of 49 components arranged in a matrix of 7 rows

and 7 columns . For each problem to be presented, the faulty component

was selected at random, with the exception that the output components

of the network could not fail . The selection was performed without
replacement . The subjects were not informed of this .

In order to generate problems which varied in difficulty, an

adequate dimension of task difficulty was needed . On the basis of the

relevant literature (Rouse and Rouse, 1979) and a pilot experiment, it

was assumed that in the fault diagnosis task used the dimension

"number of components that possibly fail before any tests are made"

would be effective . That is to say, a problem was conceived of as

being more difficult if its initial set of possibly faulty components

was larger . Based on this assumption, the problems to be presented

were generated so that they differed with respect to the initial

feasible fault set . In the experimental problems, this set took one of

four possible sizes . It consisted of 8, 11, 14 or 17 components . Thus,
in the experiment, four different levels of task difficulty were

employed . Of the experimental problems, there were always three having

the same initial feasible set size . The initial feasible set size of
each practice problem was 8 .



Apparatus

A subject was tested in isolation in a sound-attenuated room in which

he sat in front of a graphical display unit located at his left hand

and a terminal consisting of a text display with a keyboard attached

to it at his right . Both devices were driven by a computer which was

programmed to control the fault diagnosis task to be performed by the

subject . During the experiment, the subject was under supervision of

the experimenter who sat in a room next to the test room . The

communication between subject and experimenter proceeded through an

intercom system . A complete record was made of the subject's

verbalizations by hanging a microphone around his neck and connecting

it to a tape-recorder in the experimenter's room .

Procedure

A subject took part in one experimental session which consisted of a

practice and an experimental phase .

Practice phase . In this phase, the subject first studied the task and

verbalization instruction . Then, he made the four paper and pencil

exercises added to the task instruction . Upon completion of the

exercises, he received feedback about his performance . Thereupon, the

subject solved the four computer-administered practice problems . The

first two problems had to be done in silence, the third problem

required concurrent verbalization and the last one retrospective

verbalization . The practice phase took on the average approximately
one hour .

Experimental phase . In this phase, the subject solved the 12 computer-

administered experimental problems . At the start of each problem, the

text display showed the particular verbalization type required . This
request remained on the display for the time the subject solved the

problem administered . The experimenter saw to it that the subject

obeyed to this . That is to say, when concurrent verbalization was

asked for and the subject lapsed into silence for more than about 10

sec ., the experimenter would persuade him to resume verbalization .

Conversely, when no verbalization or retrospective verbalization was

requested and the subject did start verbalizing during the problem,

the experimenter would urge him to be silent . During each problem, the

visual display unit showed the network in which the subject had to

locate the faulty component . As soon as on the text display the

current trial number appeared, the subject could perform a test by
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activating the keyboard . Having entered the desired test, the computer

would present the appropriate information on the display . Subject-

computer interactions recorded in previous trials were not erased

the display . When the subject upon completion of a problem had to

report retrospectively, the network as well as the record of the

dialogue remained available . He could use this problem-specific

information as an aid to recall his previous thoughts . In the

f rom

experimental phase, the subject was never allowed to use paper and

pencil . The experimental phase lasted on the average about two hours .

Performance measures

Several product- and operation-oriented measures were utilized to

describe the subject's performance in each problem he solved . To
capture time-related aspects of performance the following product-

oriented measure was included : the time taken to complete a problem .

Performance accuracy was captured by the product-oriented measure the

number of test trials needed . The operation-oriented measures being

used were meant to describe the adopted diagnostic strategy . An

algorithm was developed to infer from the tests the subject made the

particular strategy he followed . This algorithm, which is described

fully in the Appendix, should be seen as an attempt to cast the

logical strategy specifications into a set of definitions and rules

which can be applied to a concrete test situation . The algorithm tried

to classify each test into one of the two basic strategies . The test
on the faulty component was not encoded unless it was the first one .
If a particular test fulfilled neither strategy, it would be

classified as indefinite . Such a classification should not be

considered as a failure of the algorithm since it was in principle

possible that a subject followed a strategy which differed from the

two basic strategies . If the algorithm did fail, that is to say, if a

given test fulfilled both strategies, it would receive the

classification undefined . In order to guarantee an objective

identification of the strategies, a computer implementation of the

algorithm was realized . The following three measures were constructed

from the strategy classifications the algorithm produced: the

proportion of TB, the proportion of HT, and the proportion of IN . Each
proportion was expressed as a percentage of the total number of tests

performed, the test on the faulty component and the tests classified

as undefined excepted .
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The validity of the strategy-related performance data was verified

using the measure the time taken per test attempted . To test the

effectiveness of the chosen dimension of task difficulty, the

deviation from the statistically optimal strategy was determined . This

measure was calculated by subtracting the number of trials a subject

needed to solve a problem from the number of trials needed for solving

the problem when adopting the split-half algorithm (Rouse, 1978) .

2 .2 . Collecting protocol data

Coders

Six subjects who had previously participated in the experiment served

as coders . They were paid per hour . The coders were randomly divided

into two groups of equal size . Hereafter, the groups will be referred

to as group 1 and 2 .

Coding materials

Transcriptions were made of all the tape-recorded verbal protocols

coming from a total number of 15 subjects . One

each of the three remaining subjects could not

failures of the recording apparatus or because

or more protocols from

be transcribed due to

of poor tape-recording
quality . These subjects were excluded from the protocol-based analyses

described below .

Since the analysis of a verbal protocol may be rather laborious,

it was decided to have each coder analyze only a portion of all the

verbal protocols being transcribed. For this purpose, two sets of

protocol transcriptions were selected . Each set consisted of the

protocols from a completely different group of six subjects . All the

protocols which these subjects generated in the experimental phase

(i .e . per subject four concurrent and four retrospective reports) were

included . Thus, a set was made up of a total number of six (subjects)

times eight (protocols per subject) is 48 protocols . Each coder of

group 1 received one set and each coder of group 2 the other .

The order in which the selected verbal protocols were presented
was randomized for each coder . This was done to reduce the possibility

that the coder, while analyzing a subject's verbalizations contained

in the current protocol, would infer from a preceding protocol what

the subject might have been thinking .
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To determine intra-coder agreement, each coder would analyze eight

protocols twice . These protocols were randomly selected from the first

half of the protocols contained in the original set and administered

to the coder at first . The selection was restricted to the first half

in order to reduce the possibility that the coder would use his

specific memories of previous protocol encodings when analyzing the

same protocol once again .

Coding instructions

A written instruction was prepared containing detailed information

being essential for the task of analyzing verbal protocols . In the

first part of this instruction, a complete description was given of

the different fault diagnosis strategies together with typical

examples . This part essentially consisted of the logical strategy

specification presented above . No reference was made to the

psychological implications of the strategies . The second part

described at great length the standardized way in which the verbal

protocols were to be encoded into these strategies . This part in

particular consisted of five examples of carefully encoded protocols .
In analyzing a protocol, the coder was instructed to proceed

according to the following two steps . First, he had to derive which

diagnostic tests the subject successively made . Then, he had to encode

each test, with the exception of the one performed on the faulty

component, into one of the distinct strategies . The coding categories
to be used were : TB, HT, and IN . The coder was emphatically stimulated

to base his strategy classifications on the subject's overt

verbalizations rather than on plausible inferences as to what the

subject might have been thinking .

Another series of five verbal protocols was compiled for the

purpose of providing the coder with concrete practice in protocol

analysis . in an additional set of papers, these protocols were encoded

in a way as outlined in the instruction . This set would serve feedback
purposes .

Coding procedure

A coder took part in five or six sessions each of which lasted about
three hours . In each session, the coder worked individually and at his
own pace . In the first two sessions, the coder received extensive
training in protocol analysis . In order to refresh his memories, he
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first read again the instruction of the fault diagnosis task and then

once more solved a number of computer-administered diagnostic

problems . Thereupon, he studied the instructions describing the

of protocol analysis . He indicated when he had completed this

task

instruction and then encoded the verbal protocols that made up the

practice set . After having finished this work, he was given the set of

papers describing the correct protocol encodings with which he was to

compare the encodings he had made . Whenever he observed differences in

it, he would discuss these with the experimenter to find the source .

From the third session on, the coder worked through the set of verbal

protocols selected to be analyzed .

Protocol measures

Differences between the coders in the strategy encoding given to a

particular test were resolved by applying a majority principle . That

is to say, the encoding selected for further analysis was always the

one given by at least two of the three coders making up a group . If

there was no majority for one of the strategies, the encoding

indefinite would be used . The protocol-based encodings thus obtained

were utilized to derive the same strategy-related measures as those

derived from the classifications made by the computer algorithm . In

addition, for each protocol being transcribed, the frequency of

verbalization (defined as the number of words spoken per test) was

determined . For each transcribed concurrent protocol, the rate of

verbalization (defined as the number of words spoken per minute) was

calculated as well .

3 . Results

Apart from simple correlation analyses, the major statistical

technique used was analysis of variance . Because of our interest

detecting measure-specific verbalization effects, it was decided

apply for each measure defined above a multivariate repeated

measurement model (MANOVA) . Thus, the data were not treated as

in

to

multivariate with respect to scores on several measures but they were

with respect to repeated scores on one measure . In the analyses, we

did not want to overlook small, though true verbalization effects . It

was therefore considered advisable to increase the level of alpha from

the conventional value of 0 .05 to 0 .10 . That is to say, all those
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effects of verbalization type of which the p-value came up to 0 .10

would be examined more closely . Nevertheless, only if a given p

exceeded the 0 .05 level would the corresponding effect be regarded as

statistically significant .

The first step in the analyses was to verify whether the data

fulfilled the assumptions underlying the tests of verbal report

accuracy (3 .1) . After having established that this seemed to be the

case, the required tests were carried out (3 .2) .

3 .1 . Checks on assumptions

Validity of performance data

Validation was needed of the strategy classifications the computer

algorithm generated on the basis of the tests the subjects made during

the task . This was realized by examining whether these classifications

were associated with behavioral differences in a way which

corresponded with the psychological strategy description of the task .

For this purpose, the two algorithm-based measures the proportion of

TB and the proportion of HT were correlated with the two measures the

time taken per test and the number of trials . Since the relationships

to be examined were expected to occur in any problem, the correlation

analysis was carried out by averaging the data across all the 12

experimental problems . Allowing for the possibility that the

relationships were not linear but took the form of some monotonic

function, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient rs (one-tailed) was

applied . The results were as follows . The proportion of TB correlated

negatively with the time taken per test (rs=- .35, p=0 .078) and

positively with the number of trials (rs=0 .55, p=0 .009) . The proportion

of HT, on the other hand, correlated positively with the time taken

per test (r5=0 .63, p=0 .002) and negatively with the number of trials

(r5=-0 .67, p=0 .001) . It thus appears that three of the four correlation

coefficients were significant and at least of moderate size whereas

the fourth one approached significance and had a somewhat smaller

size . Furthermore, all the coefficients appear to present trends in

accordance with the relationships specified by the task's

psychological strategy description . The coefficients essentially point

out that the higher the proportion of TB, the shorter the time taken

per test and the larger the number of trials, and also, the higher the

proportion of HT the longer the time taken per test and the smaller
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the number of trials . In conclusion, the results supported the

validity of the algorithm developed for identifying the subject's

strategies .

Reliability of protocol data

The reliability of the protocol data was evaluated by determining

inter- and intra-coder agreement .

Inter-coder aQreement . Inter-coder agreement was determined by

calculating for each pair of coders from the two groups involved the

correspondence between the strategy encodings extracted from the

concurrent and retrospective verbal protocols . To measure the degree

of this correspondence, Cohen's kappa (Cohen, 1960) was employed . This
measure gives the proportion of agreement after chance agreement has

been removed from consideration . Across all pairs of coders, kappa

ranged for the concurrent verbalization encodings from 0 .57 to 0 .85
with a mean of 0 .75 (N varied from 132 to 136 with a mean of 133 .83) .

Likewise, kappa ranged for the retrospective verbalization encodings

from 0 .48 to 0 .72 with a mean of 0 .64 (N varied from 99 to 109 with a
mean of 104 .33) . The mean kappa's indicate that for both types of

protocol encoding the inter-coder agreement was on the average

substantial . Note that the mean kappa based on the concurrent

verbalization encodings was somewhat higher than

retrospective verbalization encodings .

the kappa of the

Intra-coder aQreement . Intra-coder agreement was determined by

computing the correspondence between the strategy encodings a coder

extracted from the protocols presented to him twice . Since the number
of these protocols, i .e . eight, was too small to this accurately for

the concurrent and retrospective encodings separately, all the

encodings were combined per coder to provide one index of intra-coder

agreement . Across all coders, kappa measure ranged from 0 .63 to 0 .95
with a mean of 0 .77 (N varied from 32 to 59 with a mean of 40 .50) .
Each coder gave a kappa in excess of 0 .60 . These figures point that on

the average and for all individual coders intra-coder agreement was

quite substantial .

Sensitivity of performance data and protocol data

A preliminary analysis was carried out to check whether the dimension

of task difficulty used was appropriate in the sense of producing a

deterioration of performance with an increase in problem difficulty .
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The performance measure used for this purpose was the deviation from

optimality . On this measure, the mean scores were calculated for each

level of task difficulty . These calculations were carried out across

the different levels of verbalization type . An inspection of the

resulting means unfortunately revealed that an increase in task

difficulty failed to produce a steady performance degradation . For

example, the lowest level of task difficulty appeared to be associated

with the worse rather than the best performance . This result might

seriously hamper the interpretation of the task difficulty effects . It

was therefore decided to recode the different levels of the difficulty

factor so that a higher level would be associated with a worse

performance .

As described in the method section, the experimental problems were

administered in three sets of four problems each . This was done so

that for each way of problem presentation one set was meant for

another verbalization type . So, in order to maintain a factorial

combination between verbalization type and task difficulty, the

recoding was carried out within each set of problems . The performance

measure used for this purpose was the deviation from optimality . The

recoding then was accomplished by calculating the mean scores of the

four problems making up the same set . These calculations were carried

out across the different levels of verbalization type . Based on the

means obtained, the two problems of a set resulting in the best

performance were designated as "easy" whereas the two other problems

of that set were designated as "difficult" . Thus, within each set,

there were two experimental problems with the same designation of task

difficulty . A subject's scores on any two such problems were averaged

before being used in the subsequent analyses . These analyses, which

are described more fully in the following section, showed that task

difficulty as redefined above exerted the expected effects on

practically all the performance measures included . This indicates that

these measures possessed sufficient sensitivity . Furthermore, a number

of measures, in particular those derived from the protocol encodings,

revealed more or less pronounced effects of verbalization type . This

may also be seen to indicate that the sensitivity requirement was met .

Adequacy of verbalization procedures

To get some indication of how effective the procedures used to

verbalize were, it was also examined whether the generated verbal
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reports contained a satisfactory number of verbalizations . This was

done by analyzing the frequency and the rate of verbalization .
Verbalization -frequency'. For the easy problems, the mean frequency of

concurrent verbalization was 73 .20 words per test with a standard
deviation of 47 .73 . For the difficult problems, the mean of this

measure was 75 .61 words per test with a standard deviation of 67 .19
Retrospective verbalization had a mean frequency of 52 .34 words per
test with a standard deviation of 35 .40 for the easy problems and had

a mean frequency of 43 .64 words per test with a standard deviation of
25 .57 for the difficult problems . The mean figures suggest that the

number of verbalizations contained in a concurrent or retrospective

verbal report was on the average sufficiently large to be used as a

basis for encoding each individual test .

The data on verbalization frequency were further analyzed by

subjecting them to a two within-subjects MANOVA which included the

factors verbalization type (i .e . concurrent versus retrospective with

silence dropped) and task difficulty . In this analysis, the main

effect of verbalization type proved to be significant [F(1,14)=12 .52,
p=0 .003) . There was no significant main effect of task difficulty and

no significant interaction between the two factors . The means given

above show that, at both levels of task difficulty, the frequency of

concurrent verbalization was higher than of retrospective

verbalization .

Verbalization rate . For the easy problems, the rate of verbalization
had a mean of 97 .53 words per minute with a standard deviation of
32 .43 . For the difficult problems, this measure had a mean of 100 .31
words per minute with a standard deviation of 24 .34 . The verbalization

rates obtained here are close to those reported in the literature (see

e .g . Ericsson and Simon, 1984) and can be considered to indicate that

the subjects were able to produce a more or less steady stream of

verbalizations . Note that the mean verbalization rate was somewhat

lower for the easy than for the difficult problems, but a paired-

samples t-test revealed that this difference was not significant .

To conclude, the data showed no marked departures from the assumptions

being made when testing verbal report accuracy .



3 .2 . Tests of verbal report accuracy

Verbal report reactivity

Reactivity was tested by comparing the performance data collected in

the concurrent and retrospective verbalization condition with the same
type of data from the silent control condition .

Effects of verbalization type . Table 1 presents per verbalization type

Table 1 . Mean and standard deviation for each performance measure per
verbalization type and task difficulty . The mean is given at
the top of a cell and the corresponding standard deviation
at the bottom . Each proportion has been expressed as a
percentage .

Performance
measure

Time to completion
(in seconds)

Number of
trials

Proportion of
tracing-back

Proportion of
hypothesis-and-test

Proportion of
indefinite

Easy Difficult Easy Easy

Verbalization type
Silent Concurrent Retrospective

Task difficulty
Difficult Difficu

191 .24 216.15 224.55 254.08 210.22 195.80129.70 122.04 132.14 130.76 148.65 100.61

5.03 6.75 5.50 6.72 5.78 6.811 .45 2.26 2.36 2.12 1.97 1 .86

3.43 14.31 5.92 16.32 8.05 16.607.24 21 .58 13.25 19.41 13.69 15.87

62.59 41 .08 63.79 42.16 55.71 33.8530 .55 25.36 34.46 32.67 31 .04 32.48

33.98 44.61 30.28 41 .52 36.25 49.5528.25 27.90 29.25 25.55 28.15 27.10

and level of task difficulty the mean and standard deviation of all

the performance measures to be evaluated . For each of these measures,

a separate MANOVA was carried out which included the two within-

subjects factors verbalization type and task difficulty . in the

MANOVA's, a priori contrasts were chosen so as to compare each of the

two forms of verbalization, concurrent and retrospective, with the
silent control . This was done for all the main and interaction effects

lt
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involving verbalization type . The results showed that on all the

performance measures referring to accuracy and strategy use neither

form of verbalization yielded a p < 0 .10, i .e . either as main effect

or in interaction with task difficulty . The only measure being

affected was time to completion where the main effect of concurrent

verbalization reached significance [F(1,17)=5 .25, p=0 .035] . When

inspecting the means of this measure presented in Table 1, it appears

that more time was needed to complete the task under concurrent

verbalization than in silence . This is also illustrated in Fig . 3
where the means are plotted .

Task difficulty

-43- Easy
-w Difficult

Figure 3 . Mean time to completion ( in sec .) for each verbalization
type as a function of task difficulty .

Other effects . The results also showed that for practically all the

performance included, there was a significant main effect of task

difficulty . The measures being affected were : the number of trials
[F(1,17)=34 .55, p=0 .000], the proportion of TB (F(1,17)=22 .51,
p=0 .000], the proportion of HT [F(1,17)=17 .45, p=0 .001], and the

proportion of IN [F(1,17)=5 .43, p=0 .032] . From an inspection of the

means presented in Table 1 it is apparent that for each of these

measures task performance on the easy problems was more accurate and

more thorough than on the difficult problems . The only measure

revealing no significant effect of task difficulty was time to

completion . The failure to find such an effect for this measure seemed

(in part) to be due to retrospective verbalization where, in contrast
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to the two other conditions, it took longer to complete the easy

problems than the difficult problems (see Table 1 or Fig . 3) .

Strateay-dependent effects of verbalization type . A further

correlation analysis was carried out to examine the possibility

suggested by Deffner (1989) that effects of concurrent verbalization

on time-related aspects of performance may depend on the strategy

adopted . Specifically, within the concurrent verbalization condition,

the proportion of TB and the proportion of HT were correlated with the

proportional increase in the time taken to complete the task relative

to the silent control condition . Note that the increase in the time to

task completion from concurrent verbalization to silence was not

calculated absolutely but expressed as a percentage . This was done to

control for the possibility that with a longer time on task more time

might be needed for verbalization . Furthermore, to control for subject

differences and effects of task difficulty, the difference between the

two conditions in the time to task completion was carried out within

each subject at each of the two levels of task difficulty . It appeared

that the proportion of TB correlated positively with the time on task

relative to silence (r5=0 .42, p=0 .080, two-tailed) while the proportion

of HT correlated negatively with this measure (r5=-0 .67, p=0 .002, two-
tailed) . Thus the two coefficients were (marginally) significant and

at least of moderate size, and they indicated an opposite direction .

However, one should allow for the possibility that these

correlations were confounded by one or more uncontrolled variables

which in some way or another obscured the actual relationships . One of

the most obvious variables possibly exerting such an effect is the

ability to verbalize the cognitive processes engaged in (see also

Deffner et al ., 1987) . It was therefore decided to correlate within

the concurrent verbalization condition the two strategy-related

performance measures also with the rate of verbalization . In this

analysis, one-tailed tests were carried out since the question to be

answered implied a directional hypothesis . It appeared that neither
correlation coefficient approached significance . This suggests that

the rate of verbalization did not vary with the strategy adopted . So,

the observed relationships between strategy use and increase in time

on task with concurrent verbalization did not seem to be due to

strategy-dependent differences in verbalization rate .

It should be realized that the correlation analyses reported here

were carried out by averaging the data across the two levels of task
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difficulty . Separate analyses for each of these two levels yielded

more or less similar patterns of results .

Verbal report validity

Validity was tested by comparing the protocol data with the

performance data, both collected in the verbalization conditions . In

this comparison, the protocol data consisted of the strategy encodings

given by the coders whereas the strategy encodings generated by the

computer algorithm constituted the performance data .

Direct comparison of the two types of data . The strategy encodings

which the two groups of coders and the computer algorithm produced
were arranged in the form of contingency matrices . Separate matrices

were constructed for the encodings given to the concurrent and

retrospective verbalization tests . A typical example is Table 2 .

Table 2 . Contingency matrix based on the concurrent verbalization
encodings produced by the computer algorithm and the coders
of group 1 . Parenthetical values are proportions .

Coders

Strategy TB HT IN TOTAL

TB 28 0 1 29
(0.33) (0.00) (0.01) (0.34)

HT 1 16 13 30
Algorithm (0 .01) (0.19) (0.15) (0.65)iN 6 2

5
(0.07) (0.06) (0.18) (0.31)

TOTAL 35 21 29 85
(0.41) (0.25) (0.34) (1 .00)

Key. TB : tracing-back; HT: hypothesis-and-test ; IN : indefinite .

Expressed in terms of Cohen's kappa, the agreement between the first

group of coders and the algorithm was 0 .54 for the concurrent
verbalization encodings (N=85) and 0 .53 for the retrospective
verbalization encodings (N=57) . Similarly, the second group of coders
and the algorithm gave a kappa of 0 .61 for the concurrent

verbalization encodings (N=80) and of 0 .53 for the retrospective
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verbalization encodings (N=59) . It thus appears that there was a

moderate degree of agreement between the coders and the algorithm with

respect to the concurrent verbalization encodings whereas with respect

to the retrospective verbalization encodings the agreement was

somewhat less, although it still achieved a moderate level .

Comparing the two ty pes of data with respect to experimentally induced

effects . A somewhat different approach to test verbal report validity

is to examine whether the protocol data reveal experimentally induced

effects which correspond with those found in the performance data (see

e .g . Berry and Broadbent, 1984) . In the following, the results of such

an approach are presented . It is important to realize that this

analysis was based on the sample of 12 subjects whose verbal reports

were encoded .

Table 3 presents per verbalization type and level of task

Table 3 . Mean and standard deviation for each strategy-related
protocol measure per verbalization type and level of task
difficulty . The mean is given at the top of a cell and the
corresponding standard deviation at the bottom . Each
proportion has been expressed as a percentage .

Verbalization type
Concurrent Retrospective

Protocol Task difficulty
measure Easy Difficult Easy Difficult

Proportion of 25.26 35.05 44.04 45.46tracing-back 31 .17 36.77 30.12 34.17

Proportion of 53.13 43.20 30.78 42.52
hypothesis-and-test 41 .68 38.35 32.05 41 .20

Proportion of 21 .61 21 .75 25.18 12 02indefinite 22.47 24.15 25.12
.

13.00



difficulty the mean and standard deviation of each strategy-related

protocol measure . For each of these measures, a separate MANOVA was

carried out with the two within-subjects factors verbalization type

(i .e . concurrent versus retrospective leaving out silence) and task

difficulty . In order to guarantee a fair comparison with the

performance data, exactly the same kinds of MANOVA's were conducted on

the scores of the corresponding performance measures . Here too, use

was made of the sample of subjects whose verbal protocols were

encoded . The results of these latter analyses, which are not described

in detail here, proved to be more or less in line with those reported

in the section on verbal report reactivity . That is to say, for each

of the three strategy-related performance measures it was found that

the main and interaction effects involving verbalization type did not

approach significance whereas for one of these measures, in particular

for the proportion of HT, the main effect of task difficulty was

significant . However, the latter effect was not significant for the

proportion of TB and the proportion of IN .

The results of the MANOVA's of the protocol-based measures were as

follows . For the proportion of TB the main effect of task difficulty

reached significance [F(1,11)=11 .48, p=0 .006] and this effect

approached significance for the proportion of HT [F(1,11)=4 .32,
p=0 .062] . When inspecting the means of these two measures given in

Table 3, it can be seen that, at both levels of task difficulty,

concurrent verbalization in comparison with retrospective

verbalization was associated with a lower proportion of TB and a

higher proportion of HT . These relationships are also illustrated in
Fig . 4 and 5 where the means are plotted . It also appeared that for

the proportion of HT the interaction between verbalization type and

task difficulty approached significance [F(1,11)=3 .28, p=0 .097] . The
nature of this interaction is clarified in Fig . 5 which shows that the

difference between the two forms of verbalization with respect to the

proportion of HT was quite substantial at the low level of task

difficulty but almost negligible at the high level . Paired-samples t-

tests revealed that the difference was significant in the former case

[t(11)=2 .66, p=0 .022, two-tailed] but not in the latter .

When comparing the results of the two sets of MANOVA's, it appears

that the protocol data exhibit effects of verbalization type whereas

the performance data do not .
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Task difficulty

-0- Easy
-f Difficult

Verbalization type

Figure 4 . Mean proportion of tracing-back (in % ) based on the protocol
data as a function of verbalization type and task
difficulty .

Verbalization type

Task difficulty

-o- Easy
-W Difficult

Figure 5 . Mean proportion of hypothesis-and-test ( in %) based on the
protocol data as a function of verbalization type and task
difficulty .



The results of the analyses were further examined to see which

form of verbalization might be responsible for the discrepancies

between the two types of data . An inspection of the means of the

strategy-related performance measures (which are not reported here)

pointed out that an increase in task difficulty resulted in a less

thorough performance, whether verbalizing concurrently or in

retrospect . In particular, the proportional use of the demanding HT

strategy was considerably larger when solving easy problems than

difficult problems . The mean scores of the corresponding protocol

measures (Table 3) tended to show a similar task difficulty effect,

that is to say for concurrent verbalization but not for retrospective

verbalization . This may be interpreted to indicate that the observed

differences between the performance data and the protocol data with

respect to the experimentally created effects had their origin in

retrospective verbalization rather than in concurrent verbalization .

4 . Discussion

The results of the study reported here have practical, theoretical,

and methodological implications .

Practical implications . The crucial point is whether we are now in the

position to answer the question with which we started our study : do

verbal reports possess the potential to yield a non-reactive and valid

account of the cognitive processes involved in fault diagnosis? We

feel that the experiment has demonstrated that the answer to this

question is not a simple yes or no but requires consideration of at

least one variable : the way in which the diagnostic process is

accessed (i .e . by means of concurrent or retrospective verbalization) .

On the one hand, the findings indicate that verbalizing concurrently

results in reactivity, in particular in a decrease in processing

speed, whereas retrospective verbalization has no effect on

performance at all . And yet, even the concurrent form of verbalization

does not seem to interfere to such a degree that it is associated with

more serious forms of reactivity, namely a change in accuracy and

strategy . On the other hand, there are indications that the strategy-

related data obtained under concurrent verbalization are more valid

than those obtained under retrospective verbalization .

It is important to realize that there are several factors

restricting our ability to generalize these results . One such factor
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is the use of a very special sample of subjects, namely university

students . The question can be raised whether the same results would he

found for other groups of persons, e .g . operators . The concern here is

that there may be significant group differences with respect to

relevant subject variables, such as fluency in reporting about

cognitive processes . With respect to this point, it is noteworthy that

even in the relatively homogeneous sample of subjects used in the

current study large individual differences in the rate and frequency

of verbalization could be observed . Another factor putting

restrictions on the generalizability of the results concerns the

specific task conditions created in the experiment . These should

certainly not be considered as representative of all the fault

diagnosis situations which can be found in real life (see also Thijs,

1987) . For example, in the experiment, each time a new fault-finding

problem is administered which has a multi-step character . This

essentially means that the problem-relevant information provided at

the start defines a set of potential faults which on the basis of

additionally collected information must be reduced step by step before

the final diagnosis can be attempted . In practice, however, it may

occur that through repeated experience with the same diagnostic

situation the information obtained first can be directly linked to a

particular fault, thus leading to an immediate diagnosis . Referring to

the model developed by Ericsson and Simon (1984), one might argue that

it is easier to report about a problem which has to be solved step-

wise than about a single-step problem . This on the ground that the

former problem calls for a cognitively controlled process which makes

considerable use of short-term memory whereas the latter invokes an

automatic recognition process .

In this context, it is interesting to note that in recent years an

increasing number of studies provides several instances where, as a

result of continued practice on a task, performance tends to diverge

from the ability to produce a verbal report about it . It appears that

such a dissociation can take various forms (Sanderson, 1989) : (1)

improved performance with no change in verbal reporting, (2) no change

in performance with a better verbal report, and (3) improved

performance with a worse report . Dissociations have been found for a

variety of tasks, such as artificial grammar learning (see Reber,

1989, for a review of this research), rule learning (e .g . Lewicki et
al ., 1987), and dynamic systems control (e .g . Broadbent et al ., 1986) .
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The occurrence of a dissociation is usually interpreted to indicate

that the cognitive processes used for performing the task are so

different from those required for reporting about it that they cannot

be accessed verbally . Unfortunately, practically all the studies

presenting these indications of invalid verbal reporting adopt

verbalization procedures which are not particularly appropriate, at

least in the light of Ericsson and Simon's recommendations (1984) . As

a matter of fact, this was exactly the reason why we excluded these

studies from our literature review presented in the introduction .

Furthermore, a good many appear to suffer from the same methodological

imperfections as those we did include . These are : failing to control

for the other form of verbal report inaccuracy, i .e . reactivity, and

failing to control for the operations of cognitive processing (see

also Haider-Hasebrink, 1990 ; Sanderson, 1989 and 1990) .

Notwithstanding such shortcomings, taken together the studies strongly

suggest that certain aspects of task-directed cognitive processes are

not accessible for a verbal report .

In view of the foregoing, it is critical that future research

tries to establish whether the results of the current study are

applicable to other groups of people and other types of fault

diagnosis problems .

Theoretical implications . In an attempt to explain the results we

obtained, we might turn to Ericsson and Simon's model of verbal

reporting (1984) . At the core of this model lies the assumption that

verbal reporting corresponds to the articulation of information

attended to in short-term memory (STM) during the course of the task

to be done . So, what is needed to be able to derive non-circular

explanations from the model is independent evidence as to what

information is in STM at the time of the report . Unfortunately, for

the fault diagnosis task used in the present study, this evidence is

rather modest . Apart from the results of a somewhat subjective

analysis of the basic strategies and some suggestive evidence

presented in the literature (Morrison and Duncan, 1988 ; Toms and

Patrick, 1987 and 1989), there are no really "hard" data on the

specific contents of STM when performing this task . Furthermore, given

the difficulties in determining on empirical grounds in what form

task-relevant information resides in STM (see e .g . Anderson, 1978),

such data are hard to obtain, if this is possible at all .

Notwithstanding this, it may still be worthwhile to interpret our
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findings in terms of the Ericsson and Simon model, if only as,a guide

to further research .

Consider first the finding that concurrent verbalization increased

the time to complete the task . A possible explanation for this finding

is that the information being processed during task performance passes

STM so quickly that it cannot be verbalized concurrently without

slowing down the processing speed . This explanation, which is

compatible with the Ericsson and Simon model, can be extended by

assuming that the speed of information processing is inversely related

to the load imposed on the limited capacity of STM . This assumption

essentially means that mental activities having a slow pace require

much attentional capacity while rapidly occurring activities require

little or no attention (Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977) . If this

assumption is valid, it might be that attention-demanding cognitive

processes proceed slowly enough to verbalize them completely without

the need to adjust their pace . Contrastingly, cognitive processes

which are relatively undemanding of attention probably speed up so

greatly that in order to achieve complete verbalization they must be

slowed down considerably . It can thus be argued that mental activities

which require less attentional capacity will undergo a stronger

slowing down when verbalizing them concurrently than mental activities

which are more attention-demanding . These intuitively reasonable

claims receive support from the following experimental result . Under

concurrent verbalization, a higher proportional use of the less

demanding tracing-back strategy was associated with a relatively

larger increase in time to task completion while a higher proportional

use of the more demanding hypothesis-and-test strategy was associated

with a relatively smaller increase in time to task completion .

Obviously, there is some empirical evidence to attribute the observed

slowing down effect of concurrent verbalization to the speed of task-

directed information processing being faster than the speech rate .

In trying to explain the finding that the concurrent form of

verbalization yielded data permitting a more valid identification of

strategy use than retrospective verbalization, we again turn to

Ericsson and Simon's model . Starting from this model, the crucial

difference between the two forms of verbal reporting lies in the kind

of memory from which information about the cognitive processes

involved is extracted . When verbalizing concurrently, the information

is directly accessible from STM while with retrospective verbalization
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the information is generally no longer available there but has to be

retrieved from long-term memory (LTM) . Since retrieval from LTM is

fallible, retrospective verbal reports might be expected to be less

valid . Note, however, that in the present study retrieval cues were

administered which, according to the Ericsson and Simon model, should

be particularly effective in reducing potential memory failures when

verbalizing retrospectively . The question thus becomes why these cues

failed in eliciting verbal reports the validity of which came up to

that of the concurrent ones . One possibility is that task execution

took so long that not all the information passing through STM left a

retrievable trace in LTM . If so, the information contained in the

retrospective reports should be less than the information content of

the concurrent reports . The finding that in the task employed the

frequency of retrospective verbalization was lower than the frequency

of concurrent verbalization is consistent with this . Assuming that

great difficulties were encountered in recovering from LTM the

information held in STM during task performance, one should also allow

for the possibility that the retrieval cues were used to regenerate

that information by redoing the task . A verbal report based on such a

regeneration process may not bear any close relationship to the actual

cognitive processes .

it should be stressed that the explanations given here are merely

speculative . No definite conclusions can be drawn about what caused

the decrease in processing speed with concurrent verbal report

production and what caused the inferior validity of retrospective

verbal reporting .

Methodoloctical implications . Since up till now it is not possible to

fully specify the conditions of verbal report accuracy on the basis of

theoretical notions, attempts should be undertaken to determine these

empirically (Russo et al ., 1989) . And yet, the present study shows

that an empirical assessment of verbal report accuracy is no easy

enterprise either, at least when taking the approach which is normally

followed . Many of the problems associated with this approach are

illustrated here . For a more complete discussion of these problems, we

refer to Brinkman (in press) .

In the approach, non-verbal behaviors have to be recorded in order

to derive the required set of performance data . In many settings,

however, the task-directed activities are primarily cognitive and are

not or hardly not accompanied with non-verbal behaviors . This problem
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becomes especially prominent when one wants to base the verbal report

accuracy tests on performance data which represent the underlying

operations of cognitive processing . For example, in the study

presented here, a continuous record was made of the diagnostic tests

the subjects successively entered while performing the fault diagnosis

task selected for use . That such recordings may be unsuitable for

identifying the particular strategies the subjects employed is

apparent from the fact that the computer algorithm developed to make

these classifications frequently failed to distinguish one strategy

from another, i .e . in 40% of the total number of the cases to be

classified . So, for the fault diagnosis task used, there is clearly a

need for a more refined measurement of observable non-verbal

activities in order to allow a better identification of strategy use .

Another problem with the normal approach of empirically testing

verbal report accuracy is that it may be very difficult to satisfy the

highly restrictive assumptions that are made about the data collected .

Furthermore, verification of these assumptions may be in itself no

sinecure . This problem too is the more keenly felt when basing the

tests on operation-oriented performance data . In that case, one needs

an adequate model of the cognitive processes used in the task being

studied . For the fault diagnosis task employed in the current study,

we formulated a descriptive model of strategy use and several findings

can be interpreted as supporting evidence for this model, especially

those indicating that the underlying assumptions of the tests on

verbal report accuracy were met . Nevertheless, more research has to be

done in order to establish whether the proposed model is really

adequate in its present form .

Still another problem with the usual approach arises when trying

to interpret the results of the data analyses . The basic idea behind

the approach is that the better one set of data agrees with another

set, the more accurate the verbal reporting is . This, however, does

not mean that with disagreements between the two sets verbal report

accuracy cannot possibly be achieved . A good many other factors may be

responsible for this, e .g . adopting inadequate verbalization

procedures or comparing two sets of data which capture different

components of the cognitive processes supposedly referred to (see also

Haider-Hasebrink, 1990 ; Sanderson, 1989 and 1990 ; White, 1988) . In the

present study, one should be seriously wary of the latter possibility

since the performance data encompassed the actual test actions of the
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subjects while the protocol data (also) incorporated the subjects'

planning and evaluative behaviors . In order to control for possible

effects of such factors, one may not only need a model of the task-

directed cognitive processes but also a model specifying whether, and

if so under what conditions, these processes can be reported

(Bainbridge, 1979) . Given that up till now a fully adequate model of

verbal reporting is lacking, this requirement cannot be met so easily .

In the face of the problems that arise when evaluating the quality

of verbal reports according to the way it is normally done, future

efforts might be directed at the development of more sophisticated

approaches .
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Appendix

Strategy classification algorithm for the fault diagnosis task

Each test a subject attempts is classified, with the exception of the

test performed on the faulty component, unless it is the first one . A

test may be conducted on an input or output of a component or on the

component itself . In the following, the term "feasible fault set" is

used to refer to the set of components that possibly fail, given the

task-relevant information obtained so far .

Strategy definitions

1 . A test is an instance of tracing-back if it is carried out on an

input or output of a component the output of which has recently been

tested and found to be 0 . Here, "recently" refers to the last test or

to a test prior to the last one if each following test has been

conducted on another input of the component and has resulted in 1 . It

is irrelevant whether the test has the potential to reduce the

feasible fault set would its value be known .

2 . A test is an instance of hypothesis-and-test if it satisfies the

following two conditions :

a . it is carried out on an input or output of a component belonging to

the feasible fault set ;

b . it offers the possibility to remove at least one component from

this set as soon as its value has become available .

Basic assignment rules

1 . If a test fulfills exactly one of the two strategies as defined

above, it is classified accordingly .

2 . If a test fulfills neither strategy, it receives the classification

indefinite .

3 . If a test fulfills both strategies, it is classified as undefined .
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